We report electrical transport experiments on the colossal magnetoresistance compound (La,Ca͒MnO 3 over a wide range of composition and temperature. Comparison of thermopower and electrical resistivity measurements above the metal-insulator transition indicate a transport mechanism not dominated by spin disorder, but by small polaron formation. Additionally, we find that in the high-temperature limit the thermopower corresponds to backflow of spin entropy, expected from motion of positively charged particles in a rigid Sϭ2 system, showing a remarkable independence of Sϭ3/2 particle density.
The recent observation of large magnetoresistance effects in thin films of doped LaMnO 3 has renewed the interest in the metal-insulator transition in these materials. [1] [2] [3] Since the metal-insulator transition temperature, T MI , can be tuned to above room temperature, this opens possibilities to use this material not only for recording media but also for other types of magnetic switching applications. However, the emerging notion that magnetoresistance due to a metal-insulator transition decreases with increasing T MI , necessitates a better understanding of the underlying basic transport mechanism to exploit the magnetoresistive properties of these materials fully. The microscopic nature of the transport mechanism is condensed into the description of double exchange, the simultaneous electron transfer of an electron on a Mn atom to an O atom of the surrounding oxygen octahedron, and another electron from this O atom to a neighboring Mn atom. 4 This indirect exchange mechanism establishes, because of spin conservation in the exchange, a direct relation of the metallic state with the ferromagnetic coupling between the Mn spins. However, there is remarkably little known about the transport mechanism in the insulating state. Whereas spin disorder can contribute to the variations in the resistivity near T c , only more recently the role of electron-phonon interactions on the localization has been put in a clearer perspective. [5] [6] [7] This theoretical work was based on research on magnetic semiconductors like EuO, and only recently applied to doped LaMnO 3 . Still, it is not known if the metal insulator transition in doped LaMnO 3 is driven by changes in the carrier density or the mobility.
In order to gain insight into the nature of the transport mechanism, we have performed thermopower measurements on doped LaMnO 3 over a wide range of concentrations and temperatures in addition to the basic characterization by electrical resistivity and magnetic measurements. Thermopower is in contrast to electrical resistivity relatively insensitive to effects of grain boundaries and disorder. We will show that for this material, thermopower provides unique insight into the transport mechanism. First, we show that the change of sign in the thermopower is not related to competition between electron and hole conduction, but accidental cancellation of the entropic term and the energy transport term of the thermopower. Secondly, the transport behavior above T c is not dominated by spin disorder scattering, but by small polaron formation. From our measurements we can estimate the polaron binding energy and the energy scale for polaron interactions. Finally, the entropic contribution to the thermopower in the insulating state is in good agreement with the expectation for a polaron gas if only the spin entropy is considered. However, this state has to be more organized than a simple gas, because we find that the configurational entropy is at an extremum with respect to changes in the number of carriers.
Ceramic samples of (La,Ca͒MnO 3 were prepared by solid state reaction. Starting materials La 2 O 3 , CaCO 3 , and MnO 2 were mixed in stoichiometric proportions and heated in air at 1250°C for 5 h, and 1380°C for 13 h, and then 1390°C for 20 h with intermediate grinding. Powder x-ray diffraction shows clean single phase patterns. Transport experiments were performed in a commercially available temperature/ magnetic field platform ͑PPMS/Quantum Design͒ and a resistance bridge operating at a frequency of 17 Hz ͑Linear Research LR400͒. Thermopower was measured between 80 and 475 K using a commercial setup ͑SB 100/MMR Tech-nologies͒ using proprietary software and copper leads against a copper/constantan reference.
In Fig. 1 we show the electrical resistivity of (La,Ca͒MnO 3 between 10 and 350 K for doping levels between 10% and 60% Ca. The metallic behavior at low tem-peratures and semiconducting behavior at high temperature have been reported much earlier. [8] [9] [10] However, in contrast to earlier work, we concentrate in this paper solely on the behavior of the extrinsic semiconducting state above T c . This regime was shown to hold to about 900°C above which the conduction becomes intrinsic. In the extrinsic semiconducting state the resistivity can be fitted to (T) ϭ 0 exp(⌬ /2k B T) to obtain an estimate of the transport gap. The transition into the ferromagnetic state is accompanied by a transition into metallic behavior and is observed in the doping range 0.2рxр0.45. The maximum Curie temperature is obtained for xϭ0.33 at 250 K. For lower doping levels (xϭ0.10) there is no transition into a metallic state despite a ferromagnetic component in the magnetization below 100 K. Probably the double exchange is here in competition with the superexchange which favors an antiferromagnetic spin state, rendering a canted magnetic structure and an insulating ground state. Also for doping concentrations x Ͼ0.5 no metallic ground state is obtained. It was shown that for these concentrations a charge ordered ground state forms, which is insulating, exhibiting antiferromagnetic ordering at lower temperature. 11 We show the temperature dependence of the thermopower S(T) of (La,Ca͒MnO 3 in Fig. 2 . Also the thermopower has been reported previously over a much broader temperature regime, but no convincing quantitative models were provided. 8, 12 Again, in this paper we focus on the behavior of the extrinsic semiconducting state above T c . The Curie temperature is here reflected by a jump in the thermopower. The metallic state exhibits a small thermopower less than a few V/K. The thermopower changes sign near xϭ0.3 from apparent holelike behavior to electronlike transport, suggesting that the maximum T c is somehow related to symmetry in electron and hole conduction. However, we will show that the change of sign in S(T) is fortuitous and does not have this physical significance. Our data indicate instead that the entire doping range is hole transport dominated, as expected from replacing trivalent lanthanum with divalent calcium.
The magnetic field dependence of the ferromagneticsemiconducting transition has been studied 13 extensively before in compounds like EuO. For this material it was proposed that electron-phonon interactions were responsible for the localization in the semiconducting state. 6 For the manganates the insulating state is still poorly understood, and only recently the role of the electron-phonon interaction was demonstrated theoretically 7 and experimentally. 14 In this paper we focus therefore on the behavior of the extrinsic semiconducting regime. It was not realized that this regime provides a simple handle on the origin of localization. The basis for discussion of the transport mechanism in (La,Ca͒MnO 3 is the experimental observation that the thermopower can be deconvolved simply into two contributions. The temperature dependence in the extrinsic semiconducting state can be accurately fitted with a temperature independent term S 0 and a temperature dependent term
for all doping concentrations 0.1рxр0.9. This simple deconvolution is unusual for doped semiconductors, and allows interpretation of the thermopower in more detail. We show in Fig. 3 the results of this parametrization: S 0 , ⌬ S , ⌬ for 0.1рxр0.6. Regardless of further interpretation, this result shows that the high temperature state is in an entropy dominated regime. Equation ͑1͒ is in this case very general as it follows directly from the high-temperature expansion of the Kubo formula: 
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where S (2) and S (1) are the energy-particle and particleparticle current correlation function and the chemical potential. In the high-temperature limit S (2) /S (1) Ӷ and the thermopower obtains its interpretation as entropy per carrier Ϫ/eT. Hence the system is in a classical high-temperature state, and by analyzing S 0 and ⌬ S one can infer some crude characteristics of the liquid. The negative value of ⌬ S for 0.1рxр95 suggests hole conduction in the Mn e g band, as obtained by replacing trivalent La by divalent Ca. From Eq. ͑1͒ and Fig. 2 one can infer that the sign change in thermopower near xϭ0.33 is caused by cancellation of the temperature dependent and independent term, rather than symmetry of electron and hole conduction. From Fig. 3 we see that the transport gap from thermopower is much smaller than the gap derived from resistivity measurements. Thermopower measures, in a simplified picture, the heat current associated with charge motion, which for usual semiconductors is the activation energy across the ͑kinetic͒ gap. If transport is dominated by one type of carrier, this results in an equality of the transport and thermopower gap. The vanishing value of ⌬ S near xϭ0.5 can only be explained in a semiconductor model by symmetry of the holes and electrons, as expected, e.g., for a half filled band. The e g band is however only one quarter filled at xϭ0.5. This would suggest a splitting of the e g band, e.g., by a Jahn-Teller distortion of the 3d 4 Mn 3ϩ ion. However, we discount this explanation because it requires a rather good cancellation of both the prefactors ͑number of holes/ electrons͒ and the respective gaps while still exhibiting acti-vated behavior over a large temperature interval and a large range of concentrations. Therefore, we think that such a picture is not appropriate. Detailed Hall effect measurements could provide more information on this issue. However, these measurements are difficult because of the low mobility and the large temperature dependence of xx . We have thus far not yet been able to obtain experimental results for xy on either these ceramic samples or thin films.
A more appropriate interpretation of the disparity of ⌬ S and ⌬ is in terms of lattice gas models, first discussed in the context of superionic solids and organic conductors. 15, 16 In these models the rate limiting step for charge transport is still the thermal activation of an electron above half the polaron binding energy E P , which would exhibit only a modest x dependence. However, there is no heat transfer associated with the electron transfer since the polaron energy contribution in the chemical potential cancels the polaron energy term in S (2) /S (1) ͓see Eq. ͑2͔͒. In this case one retains a temperature independent thermopower. This cancellation does not, in general, occur if particle-particle interaction are responsible for the heat transport. For instance, in lattice gas models the physical origin of ⌬ S is the nearest neighbor ͑Coulomb͒ interaction V. More generally, ⌬ S should originate from spin-polaron or polaron-polaron interactions. Its magnitude should give an estimate for the strength of those interactions. In addition, the vanishing value for ⌬ S at x ϭ0.5 is consistent with the effect of particle hole symmetry in the interacting problem. 17 The spin-polaron interaction term was calculated by Liu and Emin 18 for spin cluster models. They obtained a T Ϫ2 temperature dependence above T c within their model. Our experimental result of a T Ϫ1 temperature dependence above T c cannot support this model.
The description of colossal magnetoresistance effects has focussed on the double exchange mechanism, providing a link between the magnetic and transport properties. This leads to a description of scattering near and above T c in terms of spin disorder. Whereas spin disorder scattering can reproduce the qualitative behavior near T c , large quantitative discrepancies have been pointed out, 7 such as the magnitude of the resistivity, and the doping dependence. Our experiments show unambiguously that above T c a polaronic transport mechanism determines the electronic properties, although we cannot at this point distinguish between magnetic polarons or lattice polarons. Similar conclusions were obtained on thin film La 0.67 Ca 0.33 MnO 3 . 19 After discussing the temperature dependent term in the entropy, we now turn to the temperature independent term. The constant term S 0 has a very simple, unambiguous interpretation: in the high-temperature limit, when effects of interaction can be neglected, it measures the entropy carried by the mobile particles. 11 This quantity should know about the configurational entropy, thereby showing a strong x dependence, and the spin entropy. However, we find experimentally that S 0 is almost x independent. Assuming that each Ca results in a positively charged particle with a Sϭ3/2 spin in the undoped Sϭ2 spin system, we can use Heike's generalized formula for configurational degeneracy including the spin degenaracy, 16 by taking the derivative of the degeneracy, g, with respect to the number of carriers N 3/2 : 
The first term is the conventional configurational term, and the second term represents the change in spin degeneracy by introducing carriers. For mobile electrons with spinϭ1/2 one obtains a spin contribution of Ϫk B /͉e͉•ln(2)ϷϪ60 VK. 16 Because we assume mobile positively charged particles moving in a rigid Sϭ2 system with a spin degeneracy per site g S ϭ4 x •5 (1Ϫx) , we expect a backflow of spin entropy of k B /͉e͉•ln(4/5)ϷϪ20 VK, which is in good agreement with our experimental result. However, this implies that the configurational contribution to the thermopower, which is expected especially at low doping to be much larger than the spin contribution, is effectively quenched. This means that the configurational degeneracy is at an extremum with respect to changes in the carrier concentration. This can be interpreted either as the configurational entropy being minimized with respect to changes in number of carriers ͑charge ordering͒, or as the entropy being maximized as expected for systems near half filling. The latter state could possibly be realized by microscopic phase separation in regions near x ϭ0 and xϭ0.5. The extraordinary aspect of our data is that the configurational entropic contribution to the thermopower is very small over the entire concentration range 0.1рx р0.6.
With the above analysis we have made the simplifying assumption that each Ca adds one positively charge carrier into the system. This does not take into account the carriers induced by ''self-doping,'' i.e., carriers introduced by the existence of vacancies on the La and Mn sites. Their concentration depends on the exact preparation conditions, especially the sintering temperature and oxygen partial pressure. It was shown by Tamura et al. 20 that for xϭ0.2 the vacancy concentration increases markedly only for extremely small oxygen partial pressures below 10 Ϫ2 Pa at 1473 K. Mahendiran et al. 21 show that the vacancy concentration is bigger for smaller x. Nevertheless, for small amounts of ''self-doping'' the spin entropy is unaffected, since it is determined by the ratio of the spin degeneracies and is independent of the doping concentration. Similarly, our experimental observation that the configurational term is independent of the doping concentration holds either for the nominal doping or the actual doping concentration.
In conclusion we have shown evidence that the transport mechanism above T c is not dominated by spin disorder, resulting from the double exchange mechanism, but instead by small-polaron formation, presumably involving distortions of the Mn-O octahedra. The high-temperature limit of the thermopower is in agreement with backflow of spin entropy, expected from positively charged mobile particles, with spin Sϭ3/2, in a rigid Sϭ2 system. At the same time the doping independence of the Seebeck coefficient in the hightemperature limit hints at a remarkable collective nature of this fluid.
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